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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10050-10172
All: Identify sister of Subject residing in Texas

SFD: EMD 21043, 31 July 1963

1. In paragraph 4-(a) of the LITHUN-9 control report for 17 July, attached to Reference, L-9 reported that Luisa CUMMINS has a sister residing in Sunnyvale, Texas, married to an American of Mexican descent. If L-9 can further identify the sister, our domestic exploitation section might be in a position to follow up on this lead.

2. Please levy this requirement on L-9 at the next opportunity.

Distribution:
3 - CDD, Mexico City
1. In paragraph 4-(c) of the LT3114-9 combat report for 17 July, attached to Reference 1-0, reported that Luisa CANALES has a sister residing in Reynosa, Tamaulipas, married to an American of Mexican descent. If 1-0 can further verify this sister, our domestic exploitation section might be in a position to follow up on this lead.

2. Please levy this requirement and act at the next opportunity.

END OF DISCUSSION

Distribution:
3 - COU, Mexico City
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